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INTRODUCTION

The following report will deal with the results of 
a geophysical program carried out on two unpatented mining 
claims, held by Falconbridge Limited, in Cody Township, 
Porcupine Mining Division, Ontario.

LOCATION AND ACCESS

LOCATION:

The two claims, P-836981 and P-836982 are located 
in the North quarter of the north half, lot 10, Concession VI 
of Cody Township. Porcupine River flows across the two 
claims from west to east (see figure 2).

ACCESS:

Access to the Property is relatively easy both 
during the summer and winter months. A 23.3 km ( ff.5 miles) 
ride, East from the City of Timmins, along Hwy. 101 will 
bring you to the junction of Hwy. 101 east and the 
Porcupine River. Approximately 1.5 km ( i miles) South along 
the river will bring you to the line 5ifOOEXBL of the survey 
grid. Access to the grid, for these surveys, was by skidoo 
along the river.
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LINECUTTING

A linecutting grid was layed out to cover the 
two claims from West to East and North to South.

A baseline was extended, Due East, along the 
Township line between Cody and Matheson Townships from an 
existing baseline which had been cut earlier across the 
North I/if of the North 1/2 of Lot 11, Concession VI 
(see claim sketch, figure 3)*

It should also be noted that the same line and 
station co-ordinates were used to complete the numbering 
sequence as the grid progressed east from the established 
grid. (see grid sketch, figure 4).

This new baseline was chained, at 100' intervals, 
for 2600' Due East with cross-lines turned-off at 200' 
intervals from the last line of the existing grid, (L5200'E) 
to L7800 f E of the new grid. All of the cross lines were 
cut at 180 , from the baseline, to 1320 1 South and all lines 
were chained with 100' stations (see grid sketch figure k ).

GEOPHYSICAL PROGRAM

The geophysical program consisted of a VLF-EM, 
Dip angle survey, Magnetic and Gradient surveys. Also 
a low pass filtering, known as Fraser Filtering, was done with 
the VLF data.

The entire new-cut grid was read at 50' intervals, 
including the baseline and L5200'E of the old grid.
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GEOPHYSICAL SURVEYS

A) MAGNETOMETER SURVEY:

The magnetometer survey was completed on 4 miles 
(6.43 km) of grid lines using an EDA PPM 500 portable 
praton magnetometer. A total of 1+1+2. readings were recorded
across the

The specifications of the EDA Systems, both the 
PPK 500 field mag and the PPM 400 base station mag can be 
found as Appendix A of this report.

Magnetic Procedures

Before surveying the grid, the EDA PPM 400 base 
station mag was set up on the base line L5800E of the survey 
grid. A recording interval of 30 seconds was programmed into 
the unit, resulting in the base mag recording a reading every 
30 seconds throughout the day. At the end of each day, the 
field unit and base station unit were then plugged into 
a printer. The data from both units was then dumped and 
corrected automatically. This procedure is explained step- 
by-step in the back of this report.

The corrected magnetic data was then plotted on 
a base map using a scale of 1:5000. A base level of 58800 
gammas has been removed from all the readings so as to correllate
to an earl lor grid to the West.

The data was then contoured at 5 and 10 gamma intervals.

This contour map is included in the back pocket 
of this report.

B) VERTICAL GRADIENT SURVEY:

The gradient survey was done on 4 miles of (6i43 km) 
grid lines, also using the EDA PPM 500 Gradiometer. A total 
of l\i\2. readings were collected.

Survey Procedure

The PPM 500 gradiometer is a differential magnet 
ometer in which the spacing between the sensors is fixed (l meter),
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and is small with respect to the distance to the sources, 
the gradients of which are to be measured. The difference in 
the field intensity at each sensor, divided by the distance 
between the sensors (l meter), is the gradient measured at 
the mid-point of the sensor spacing (.5 meter).

In addition, the sensors are incorporated in a 
rigid pole which ensures that the seperation between the two 
sensors is the same above the terrain at every reading.

The collected data was then plotted on a base map 
with a scale of 1:5000 and profiled at 1:20. This map is in 
the back pocket of this report.

C) VLF, (RADEM), EM SURVEY:

The VLF survey was completed on 3*5 miles (5*63 kin) 
of grid lines using a Crone Radem Receiver, and using a 
transmitting station operating at 2ij.,0 khz (Cutler, Maine). ' 
Readings were recorded at 50' intervals over the entire grid, 
A total of 402 readings were recorded. The specification s of 
the Crone Radem unit can be found as Appendix B of this 
report.

To aid in the interpretation of the VLF-EM data, a 
low pass filter, known as Fraser Filtering, was used on the 
dip angle readings. This filtering procedure results in 
the positive peak to the positioned over the conductor. 
This filtering will result in high positive values over 
shallow conductors and low positive values over deeper 
conductors.

It should be stated here, that numerous natural 
occurring substances will cause anomalous values; natural occur 
ring composition and thickness of the overburden, wet areas 
ie. swamps, bogs, shorelines, bedrock exposures in those 
wet areas and certainly the presence of electrical conductive 
material such as graphite and sulphide horizons.
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SURVEY RESULTS

The VLF survey notea numerous zones over the survey 
grid with a least two or three zones relating to the river. 
Lach of these zones will be discussed seperately and in 
detail below.

CONDUCTIVE ZONE 1(L5WE to L5800E @ 600S)

This zone is most likely due to the river. The 
zone parallels a branch of the Porcupine River, which is 
striking off to the west. The filtered data for the eatte 
zone would seem to support this topography effect. There 
does not appear to be any definite magnetic correlation 
wiih the zone.

CONDUCTIVE ZONE 2 (L6000E a 300S to L6800E S 500S)

This zone also appears to be attributed to the 
north shoreline of the river and the associated swamp. 
Again the filtered data would seem to support the 
topography effect, There is a moderate magnetic association 
with the entire zone with a high of approximately 35 gammas.

CONDUCTIVE ZONE 3 (L? WE @ 1000S to L7800E S 1000S)

Again this zone correlates to the Porcupine Hiver 
ano there does not appear to be any definite magnetic association. 
'j he filtered data does correlate to the entire strike of 
the zone which may support the topography effect.

CONDUCTIVE ZONE 4 (L6600E @ 200S to L?800E @ 100S)

This zone may be indicative of a legitimate, bed 
rock response, at depth. There is a weak 5^* filtered data 
correlation which may suggest either a conductor at depth 
or a contact zone. The magnetics show some spot highs associated 
with the western section of the conductor. The mag also 
show a trend, north - south, between lines 7400E and 7600E.
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CONDUCTIVE ZONE 5 (L7200E @ 625S to L7600E @ i+253)

This zone parallels zone 4. The filtered data 
correlates well to the zone and may also represent the most 
interesting feature of the grid. The magnetics follow the 
southwestern section of the zone but seems to stop abruptly 
up against a north-south trending feature which is located 
between lines 7400 and 7600 east. Further, geophysical or 
geological investigation would be necessary for a better 
definition of the zone.
CONDUCTIVE ZONE 6 (L6000E @ 1150S to L.6600E @ H+OOS)

This zone may in fact be fault associated. This 
fault does appear on the geological preliminary map of Cody 
Township. The VLF response also appears to cross-cutting the 
magnetic trend in the area.
CONDUCTIVE ZONE 7 (L5400E fe 1060S to L5800E 6 1320S)

This zone parallels zone #6 and may also be associated 
to the fault. The VLF response also cross-cuts the magnetic 
trend of the area.

From the overall picture of the magnetic survey, 
there appears to be a broad, egg shaped feature with west 
to east limits between L5200E and L7000E and north to south 
limits between 300S and 1320S.

If this feature exist, then conductive zones #1, 
c.i 6 and 7 may in fact be representative of the outer edges 
of the feature.
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KECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

The area is relatively quiet geophysically. However, 
the VLF survey along with the filtering method did prove to 
be successful.

The history of the property is very limited, with 
Pamour being the only company who attempted any work recently, 
Ashert drill hole was done on the ground and returned results 
of rock types only.

At least two, possibly three of the VLF zones appear 
to be related to conductive material. This assumption is 
based on the VLF Dip and Fraser filtered data only.

Before drawing a much more definite conclusion about 
these zones, further geophysics, such as IP, and/or geological 
inspection should be considered as follow-up.
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APPENDIX 'A'



Features
In a typical gradient survey, 
PPM-500 offers the operatori

the

Description

  A visual readout and storage of the 
following information in an absolutely 
secure memory that prevents data loss or 
tampering t
- the gradient of the total field
- total magnetic field magnitude of 

upper sensor
- time of measurement
- grid coordinates
- statistical error of total field 

reading

- signal strength and decay rate 

measurement of both sensor*

*A choice of three output modest
- to a DCU-200 magnetic cassette 

recorder
- to a DCO-040 or DCU-400 thermal 
printer

- to any RS-232C compatible 
microcomputer

Benefits

The PPM-500 microprocessor-based 

vertical gradiometer provides the 
operator with an accurate means of 
measuring both the total field and the 
gradient of the total field. It reads 

' sn.-l records the measurements of both 
sensors SIMULTANEOUSLY to calculate the 
true gradient measurement.

This simultaneous, and not sequential, 
measurement of both sensors totally 
removes the effect of diurnal variations 

and magnetic storm interferences from 

the data.

READS BOTH 8EMORS SXMUUTAMOQSLY

The PPM-500 Vertical Oradlorneter reads 
both sensors simultaneously and not 

sequentially. The Induced effects of 
diurnal variations and magnetic storms 

are both removed from the data.

IMPROVED DATA ODIUM NMWRXC STORMS

Gradient surveys can be conducted during 
magnetic storms resulting in no lost 
survey time. The quality of the 

gradient data measured by the PPH-500 i* 
enhanced further because both sensors 
are simultaneously read.

HO DXOMUU, CORRECTIONS REQUIRED

The simultaneous polarisation of both 
sensors cancels the effect of diurnal 
magnetic variations.

BETTER RESOLOTXOH OF TOTAL FIELD 

ANOMALIES

The PPH-500 more sharply definee the 

magnetic responses determined by total 

field data. Closely-spaced anomalies 

are individually delineated rather

than being identified collectively 
i under one broad magnetic response.

DIRECT DELinATIOSt OP VERTICAL COUTACT1 
The PPH-500 identifies vertical conti 

expressed at the cero line of gradler 
contour or profile values. It is an 
ideal contact mapping tool especially 
vertical to near-vertical contact or 
fault tones. Vertical dyke-like bodli 

can also be mapped effectively.

 JMMICBS NEAR SURFACE AMMAUBS 

The PPH-500 emphealtes shallow, 
near-surface sources (higher frequent 
anomalies) relative to deeper responi 

.(lower frequency). This provides an 
approximate "on-the-spot" depth estli 

of the anomalous source.

KOTOMATICALLT REMOVES MOIOWU. ORADIBP1

The ability of the PPH-500 to 
differentiate between higher and lowt 

frequency responses effectively remo\ 
background regional gradients from 

anomalous residual responses.

ORADIBTT AID TOTAL FIELD READINGS STOW 

SIMULTAmoOSLY
The PPM-SOO's Ability to 
simultaneously record in memory both 

the gradient and total field 
neasuremente as well ae their respect 
statistical error enhances data 

Interpretation, the use of both tyjx 

data offer the geophysicist unique 
alternatives in the Interpretation o) 
magnetic field data, le. gradient vet 
diagrams. The total field data can i 

be automatically corrected with the 
PPM-375 Portable/Base Station or the 
PPM-400 Base Station Magnetometers

VARIOUS SBMOR COMFIOORATIOM

A choice of four sensors are present! 
availablei
- an In-line gradiometer sensor as 
shown in the photograph,

- a remote gradiometer sensor,
- an in-line total field sensor,
- a remote total field sensor

PPM-J50 features are also part of th* 
PPM-SOO. Additional information CM 
obtained In the PPM-150 brochure,
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Specifications
Dynamic Range

Capture Range

Tuning Method

Display Resolution

Processing Sensitivity

Mathematical Truncation
Error

Statistical Error 
Resolution

Absolute Accuracy

Memory Capacity

Display

Gradient Tolerance

Test Mode

Sensors

Sensor Separation

Environmental Range

Tower Supply

Ilattery Cartridqe Life

Weight and Dimensions
Instrument Console
Lead-Acid battery
Sensor

System Complement
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18,000 to 103,000 gammas

+25I relative to ambient field strength of last stored
value

Tuning value is calculated accurately utilising a
specially developed tuning algorithm.

0.1 gamma

4^0.02 gamma

+0.02 gamma

0.01 gamma

+15 ppm at 23*C, 50 ppm over the operating temperature
range

1140 readings standard, upgradeable to 3140 readings

Custom-designed, ruggediced liquid crystal display 
with an operating temperature range from -40'C to 
*55*C. The display contains six numeric digits, 
decimal point, battery status monitor, signal decay 
rate and signal amplitude monitor and function 
descriptors. Upon exceeding 100,000 gammas, the 
display rolls over eliminating first significant
digit.

5,000 gammas per meter (typical)

A) Diagnostic testing data and programmable memory
B) Self test (hardware)

Optimised miniature design. Magnetic cleanliness is
consistent with the specified absolute accuracy.

1 meter standard. Sensors balanced to an accuracy of
o.st
-40*C to 455*C) 0-1001 relative humidity; weatherproof

Non-magnetic rechargeable sealed lead-acid battery
cartridge.

2,000 to 5,000 readings, depending upon ambient
temperature and rate of readings.

4.5kg, 41 x 11 x 15cm
2.0kg, 9.5 x 11 x 13.5cm
2.5kg, 5.6cm diameter x 230cm

Instrument console; sensor, backpole, power supply and
charger, harness assembly, operations manual.

1 ! | ^ !
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121651 1? 57387.3 .23 -160 -ISO

18. 2
12105(33 57387. i .14 -260 -175

16. i
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16.6 
Sii05l4* 57389.4 .14 -260 -160
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12:66)6257392.1 .15 -260 -50

12)06)1657386.6 .16 -260 -0
17. C'

PPM- 500 DATA BLOCK contain* i

time of reading., total field 
reading, gradient measurement 
(directly beneath total field 
reading), statistical error, 
line t station number, normal- 
lied decay rate and amplitude
of sensor signal.

-

EDAhstrumentslnc. 
iThorncWf e Park Drive 
Toronto, Ontario 
Canada M4H109 
Tetex: 06 25222 EOA TOR 
Cabte: instruments Toronto 
(416)425-7800

E O A Instruments me
5151 Ward Road
Wheat Ridoe, Colorado
USA 80055
Telex 00 450681OVR
(505)422-9112
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APPENDIX 'B'
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CRONE GEOPHYSICS LIMITED 
RADEM VLF EM RECEIVER

An EM receiver measuring the FIELD STRENGTH, 
DIP ANGLE and QUADRATURE components of the VL 
communications stations.

This is a rugged, simple to operate, ONE MAN EM unit. It can be used without line cutting and is thus ideally suited for 
GROUND LOCATION OF AIRBORNE CONDUCTORS and RECONNAISANCE SURVEYS of MINERAL SHOWINGS. 
This instrument utilizes higher than normal EM frequencies and is capable of detecting poorly conductive sulphide deposits 
and fault zones. It accurately isolates BANDED CONDUCTORS and operates through areas of HIGH POWERLINE NOISE 
The method is capable of deep penetration but due to the high frequency used its penetration is limited in areas of clay and 
conductive overburden.

The DIP ANGLE measurement detects a conductor from a considerable distance and is used primarily for locating conductoi 
The FIELD STRENGTH measurement is used to define the shape and attitude of the conductor.

* Instrument Sales, Rental and Repair Services
* Contract Survey Services
* Consulting Services
* Computer Plotting and Processing Services

HEAD OFFICE: 3607 Wolfedale Rd.
MISS1SSAUGA, Ontario 
CANADA L5C 1V8 
PHONE: (416) 270-0096 
TELEX: 06-961260
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SOURCE OF PRIMARY FIELD: 
NUMBER OF STATIONS: 
STATIONS AVAILABLE:

SPECIFICATIONS*
VLF Communications Stations l to 25 KHz
7 Switch Selectable
The Seven Stations May Be Selected From:

Standard

Optional

CODE
CM
SW
AM
H
BOF
E
MS
OD
NC
HN
YJ
TJ
BA

STATION ft LOCATION
Cutler, Maine 
Seattle, Washington 
Annapolis, Maryland 
Laulualei, Hawaii 
Bordeaux, Frace 
Rugby, England 
Moscow, Russia 
Odessa (Black Sea) 
Exmouth, Australia 
Helgelend, Norway 
Yosamai, Japan 
Tokyo, Japan

CALL SIGN FREQUENCY

NLK. . . . . . . . . . , . . . 24.8KHz
NSS. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21.4KHz
NPM. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23.4KHz
NWU.............. 15.1KHz
CBR. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16.0KHz
UMS. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17.1 KHz
EWB. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15.6KHz
NWC.............. 22.3KHz
JXZ. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17.6KHz
NDT. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17.4KHz
JG2AR. ........... 20.0KHz
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23.6KHzBuenos Aires, Argentina 

CHECK THAT STATION IS TRANSMITTING: Audible signal from speaker.
PARAMETERS MEASURED:
(1) DIP ANGLE in degrees of the magnetic field component, from the horizontal, of the major axis of the polarization 

ellipse. Detected by a minimum on the field strength meter and read from an inclinometer with a range of  i40.
(2) FIELD STRENGTH (total or horizontal) of the magnetic component of the VLF field, (amplitude of the major axis 

of the polarization ellipse). Measured as a percent of normal field strength established at a base station. Accuracy 
 29b dependent on signal. Meter has two ranges: O- 3009b and O- 6009b,

(3) QUADRATURE component of the magnetic field, perpendicular in direction to the resultant field, as a percent 
of the normal field strength, (amplitude of the minor axis of the polarization ellipse). This is the minimum reading 
of the Field Strength meter obtained when measuring the dip angle. Accuracy  2S6.

OPERATING TEMPERATURE RANGE: - 400Cto500C(-400Ftol200F) 
DIMENSIONS: 9 cmxl9cmx27cm W x W x W) 
SHIPPING DIMENSIONS: 30 cm x 14 cm x 36 cm (lift" x 5K" x 14") 
WEIGHT: 2.7kg(61bs) 
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 6.0 kg (13 Ibs)
BATTERIES: 2 of 9 volt

Average Life Expectancy
20 Hours for Continuous Operation

' Specifications subject to change without notice*
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STEP-BY-STEP OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES

PPM-500 Vertical Magnetic Gradiometer 
PPM-400 Base Station Magnetometer 
DCU-400 Thermal Printer



V*

OPERATION OF PPM-500 VERTICAL MVGNETIC GRRDIOMETfo

TEST

1. Set mode switch to TEST. Depress OFF key before changing mode 
switch postions.

2. Depress READ, observe 56369*7 and flashing Test.
3. Depress ERROR, observe .00.

Instrument is operating up to specified standards* 

PROGRAMMING

NOTE: to enter any digit, depress Change/Enter key (C/E) which 
causes the original numbers to begin flashing and allows entry of new 
digits from left to right. Key in digits, and/or sign, then Change/ 
Enter.

1. Set mode switch to TEST.
2. Depress READ, wait for display to show 56369*7.
3. Depress TIME, observe HH;MM;SS and TIME where H * hours, M " 

minutes and S - seconds.

4. To enter new time, depress CHANGE/ENTER key (C/E), enter 
correct time and depress C/E as in NOTE observation above.

5. Depress TIME key twice to call up DATE. Change if necessary by 
following NOTE.

6. Entering Grid Information (Line, Line Spacing, Station, Station 
Spacing):



a) Depress LINE, observe "L" and four digits with or without a 
preceding - sign. Absence of - sign indicates -f condition. 
Change as in NOTE.

b) Depress SPACING, observe INTV and L and four digits with or 
without - sign. Change as in NOTE.

c) Depress POS (for Station), observe P and four digits with or 
without - sign. Change as in NOTE.

d) Depress SPACING, observe INTV and P and four digits with or 
without sign. Change as in NOTE.

7. Set up at first station. Set mode switch to TFM.
8. Depress READ. If audio signal and flashing digits appear,' with 

TUNE, depress C/E, enter 5 digits approximating local field, 
depress C/E then FIELD. Now reading will appear if tuned.

9. Depress SPOT REG. Observe OP and flashing digits. Enter four 
digit operator code. Depress SPOT REC, observe RP.0.001. The 
instrument has cleared its memory and is ready to record new 
data.

READING AND RECORDING DATA

1. Set mode switch to GRAD.
2. Depress READ, momentarily observe previous field, then gradient 

is displayed along with GRAD descriptor.
3. To display other measured data, depress ERROR for gradient error, 

depress FIELD for the total field of the upper sensor only, then 
ERROR again for the total field error*

4. Record in memory as in PPM-300. If instrument has not been
initiated from a previous data dump, enter operator code as with 
PPM-300. Read and record data under Spot Record, Manual Record 
or Auto Increment Record.



RECHARGING BATTERIES

. Set mode switch to OFF.
2. Attach 7 pin battery charger connector cable to lower connector 

on the PPM-300.
3. Plug 3-prong AC plug into 110 V AC 60 Hz source.
4. Charge for a minimum of 4 hours for each day's operation. Extend 

charge time if necessary.

Note: refer to Manual for additional details.

STEP-BY-STEP OPERATION FOR THE DCU-400 THERMAL PRINTER

Attach AC power cable if AC is used, or DC power cable if 
External DC supply is used.
Attach interconnecting cable from PPM-300, PPM-400, PPM-500 or 
PPM-300/400 combination.

i

Depress TEST button and hold down while rotating main switch from
OFF to AC (if AC power is used), DC INT, or DC EXT.
Series of characters indicates print head is functioning
properly.
Release TEST, depress PAPER FEED to provide a length of blank
paper before data is recorded.
Initiate Data Dump as prescribed in PPM manual or summary
operational guide.
Recharge the internal DC batteries with the switch in the CHARGE
position and AC power cable attached to side panel connector.
Change the special thermal printer paper by:
a. Shifting paper clamp lever to OUT.
b. Extracting used roll and spool from side rails*
c. Sliding the leading edge of a new roll of paper under the

paper clamp and gently"pushing it through until it appears at
the top. 

d. Place the spool into the new roll of paper and return it to
the side rails, 

e. Align the paper and return paper clamp lever to the IN
position, 

f. Be sure the paper enters the print head from the bottom of
the roll. This paper is one sided and will not print on its
reverse side.



STEP-BY-STEP OPERATION OF PPM-400 BASE STATION MAGNETOMETER

TEST

1. AS. With PPM-5 O O

NOTE: Keys not used on the PPM-400 Base Station Magnetometer:

SPACING of Line 

SPACING of Station 

SUBGRID 

UPDATE

PROGRAMMING

1. Set Time, Date, Tuning Field, Line d Station as with PPMH&OO.
2. Set mode switch to AUTO.
3. Depress READ, display flashes previous Tuning Signal with audio.
4. Depress C/E, enter in new Tuning Field or re-enter existing 

stored field by depressing C/E for the second time.
5. Depress SPOT REG (or MAN REG or AUTO INC REC). Display reads OP 

plus last operator number (4 digits). Depress C/E, enter new 
operator number, C/E or if same as displayed, simply depress C/E 
for second time.

6. Depress SPOT REC, display flashes 6 digit number (which is the 
Reference Field used previously) plus GRAD. Depress C/E, new 
Reference Field, then C/E.

7. Depress SPOT REC. Display flashes :MM:SS plus TIME, INTV and 
TUNE. M - minute digit and S - second digit. Set sampling 
interval. Depress C/E, new interval in minutes and seconds, then 
C/E.
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INITIATING AUTO CYCLING

1. Immediately after entering sampling interval, depress SPOT REG. 
Display shows RP 0001 (first record number). Now depress OFF 
then READ. Instrument will immediately take its first reading 
and continues operating automatically until mode switch is set to 
any other position or the memory is full.

DUMPING DATA

1. Attach PPM-400 to DCU-400 (or DCU-200) with or without PPM-800.
2. Set Mode Switch to DAT DHP for full listing of Base Station data, 

DAT COR to automatically correct PPM-500 Total Field data, 
DAT VER for a record of the uncorrected PPM-500 Total Field data.

3. Depress READ. Serial number of instrument will appear in the
last four digits. Depress AUTO INC REC. Display flashes HP plus 
0000 accompanied by audio signal. Depress C/E, 4365 (Access 
Code), C/E, and AUTO INC REC. Data will now begin to print.

4. Multiple records may be obtained by depressing READ and AUTO INC 
REG.

5. If another record is desired using as different Reference Field, 
depress OFF key, set mode switch to TEST, depress READ, GRAD, 
C/E, new field digits, C/E. Depress OFF. Return mode switch to 
DAT COR, depress READ, then AUTO INC REC.
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Ministry of
Natural
Resources

Ontario

Report of Work
(Geophysical, Geological, 
Geochemical and Expenditures)

42A11SE0216 2 .8841 CODY
The Mining 900

VLF, Dip angle, Total Field Magnetic 8* Gradient
Claim Holder(s)

Falconbridge Limited
Address

167 Wilson Avenue, Timmins, Ontario
Survey Company Date of Sur

Exsics Exploration Limited ri^iQiJ
Name and Address of Author (of Geo-Technical report)

J. C. Grant, P.O. Box 1880, Timmins, Ontario, P^N-

Township or Area

Cody Township
Prospector'* Licence No.

A-21647

vey (from 81 to)

as s? 92. ,a6
7X1

Tota! Miles of line Cut

Credits Requested per Each Claim in Columns at right
Special Provisions

For first survey:

Enter 40 days. (This 
includes line cutting)

For each additional survey: 
using the same grid:

Enter 20 days (f f r each),

Man Days

Complete reverse side 
and enter total (s) here

Airborne Credits

Note: Special provisions 
credits do not apply 
to Airborne Surveys.

Geophysical

- Electromagnetic

- Magnetometer

- Radiometric

Graaiont  
Geological 

Geochemical

Geophysical

- Electromagnetic

- Magnetometer

- Radiometric

- Other 

Geological 

Geochemical

Electromagnetic

Magnetometer

Days per 
Claim

20

20

-ee-

Days per 
Claim

Days per 
Claim

Calculation of Expenditure Days Credits 

Total Expenditures
Total 

Days Credits

S *H-
Instructions

Total Days Credits may be apportioned at the claim holder's 
choice. Enter number of days credits per claim selected 
in columns at right.

Date

Jan. 20/86
Recorded Holder or Agent (Signatur

Certification Verifying Report ofWork

Mining Claims Traversed (List in numerical sequence)

l hereby certify that l have a personal and intimate knowledge of the facts set forth in the Report of Work annexed heretoTnaving performed the work 
or witnessed same during and/or after its completion and the annexed report is true.

Name and Postal Address of Person Certifying

J.C.Grant, P.O.Box 1880, Timmins, Ontario, P/fN 7X1
Date Ceuffied Certified hy-(Signature) jO' .&B/.

1362 (81/9)



Mining Lands Section 

Control Sheet

File NO

TYPE OP SURVEY GEOPHYSICAL 

GEOLOGICAL 

GEOCHEMICAL 

EXPENDITURE

MINING LANDS COMMENTS:

Signature of Assessor

Date
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Magnetometer Survey 
Background. 58800 gammas 
Contour Interval SJOgamma 
Magnetic Depression!-f T 
Base Station Location: A 
Instrument: EDA PPM SCO

VLF.Dip Survey
Conductor Axis:
Tx. Station: CuHer Maine
Frequency: 24.0 kHz. 
Scale: 1=20"
Instrument: C rone VLP Radem 
River: —— - - - ™ - - - —-
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VLF.Fraser Filter Survey 
Contour Interval: 5 
Tx. Station: Cutler , Maine 
Frequency: 24.0 kHz. 
Instrument: C rone V LF Radern

CODY TWP.
LOCATION MAP 

SCALE: 1:20000

Client: Falconbridge Mines Ltd 
Grid: Porcupine River

V5GOO 
Qdte January 1986 
PloMng. W Pearson, P Noel 
interpretation:J. Grant 
Operator: txsics Exploration Ltd,

EXSICS EXPLORATION LTD 

705-267-4151
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